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GLEN BURNIE, MD (October 13, 2020) – The Maryland Department of Transportation Motor Vehicle Administration (MDOT MVA) today announced the reopening of all vehicle emissions inspection programs (VEIP) stations statewide beginning October 19, 2020. VEIP stations have been closed since March, and during the shutdown, many stations were used as drive-through
coronavirus test sites. Our VEIP stations have played an important role in helping Maryland fight COVID-19, and we are pleased that we can once again use these facilities to conduct emissions inspections, said MDOT Secretary Greg Slater. MDOT MVA employees are focused on outstanding customer service, and I know our team is ready to help Marylanders satisfy their VEIP
requirements. Customers who had VEIP test dates from March to October have received new dates in the mail. Customers can also use one of the 24-hour VEIP self-service kiosks, which can be used for vehicles in 2005 and newer. VEIP kiosks are cleaned several times a day and offer a reduced fee of $10 per test compared to the $14 test fee at full-service stations. A list of
available kiosks can be found here. New safety procedures As part of the VEIP station's reopening plan, MDOT MVA is carrying out several safety and operational changes to prevent the potential spread of COVID-19. The procedures are designed to protect customers and MDOT MVA staff, and include: Face coverings – Employees and all customers will be required to wear
facial coatings during testing and in customer service areas. Employees and customers will also be asked a series of screening questions and be subject to a temperature scan to enter a station lobby or office. Social distancing – Social distancing procedures will be in effect at all VEIP stations, including testing bays and customer service areas. Sanitation efforts – All VEIP stations
statewide have been de-cleaned and disinfected consistent with CDC guidelines. In addition, employees and customers will have access to hand alcohol in the test compartments and customer service areas. The safety of customers and VEIP employees is a top priority for MDOT MVA, and these guidelines will ensure emissions testing can be resumed in a healthy and protected
environment, said MDOT MVA Administrator Chrissy Nizer. We appreciate our customers for being patient during the closing, and as we navigate the reopening. Modified testing procedures MDOT MVA will also temporarily modify VEIP testing procedures with respect to the safety and health of customers and employees. To reduce customer interaction and high touch points,
customers will leave their vehicle and VEIP inspectors will connect the necessary cable while being outside a customer's vehicle. The inspector will give test instructions to the customer – either verbally or through flash cards, as needed. Customer then disconnect the cable from its vehicle. The cable will be cleaned up by the inspector between tests. The entire test will be
completed while observing appropriate social distancing. The idling test for heavy-duty vehicles will not be changed as there is limited interaction with the customer and the vehicle for this test type. Where interaction is needed, social distance measures will be used. As a reminder, those seeking a test for COVID-19 should not go to a VEIP station but should review available
locations on . For information on MDOT MVA's COVID-19 answers and answers to frequently asked questions, please visit mva.maryland.gov/pages/covid-19.aspx. For a full list of VEIP station locations, click here. Customers can also submit any VEIP related questions or thoughts veiponline@mdot.state.md.us. HYATTSVILLE, Md. - Hundreds of people eager to know if they
have been infected with the novel coronavirus, lined up in their cars for testing at a emissions inspection facility in Prince George's County on Friday. Maryland Governor Larry Hogan is expanding mass testing after the state announced earlier this week, an increase of more than 1,700 cases - just four days after Phase 1 of the resume. Download the FOX 5 DC News App for local
Breaking News and WeatherThe county is Maryland's hardest hit area when it comes to positive coronavirus cases and deaths. People who were getting tested spoke to FOX 5's Ayesha Khan at the Hyattsville site, saying they wanted to be tested not only for their own safety – but for the safety of their loved ones. RELATED: Push underway to increase COVID-19 testing in
Maryland To protect my family, I have children and a husband and wanted to make sure I didn't infect my family with a disease, one patient said. Others said, people they live with are sick, while some noted that the test is easy, and they simply want peace of mind. Hogan calls this a milestone because test sites like the one held in Hyattsville on Friday will be meeting for free, while
no doctor's note is needed and patients don't need to experience coronavirus symptoms either. RELATED: 17 new COVID-19 test sites to open over Maryland on FridayTesting will also be given to people with no out-of-pocket cost. The Maryland Department of Health said they had conducted a little over a hundred tests an hour. We realize that there are people who may be
infected but don't have symptoms like fever or cough and sore throat and may not actually know they are infected and may even infect people without knowing, said Dr. Jinlene Chan from the Maryland Department of Health. So testing asymptomatic people will help let them know about their state of infection. The time-free testing will be available again next Wednesday, and on
Friday and will be turned away.  Away. 
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